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P R O D U C T C ATA L O G

Has been our "go to" company for animal handling equipment for many years. –Amy C

PRODUCT CATALOG
Love this place. Great Customer Service and Fast Delivery! Highly recommend! - Rebecca B

®

Where the professionals have been getting their equipment from since 1984!

Animal Care Equipment & Services | 555 Alters St 19A, Broomfield CO 80020
www.animal-care.com | aces@animal-care.com | 1 800 338 2237 or 303 296 9287

We l c o m e t o o u r 2 0 1 8 C a t a l o g !
Wow, another year goes by and its 2018 already. 33 years since ACES started and our commitment to you, the
animal care professional, remains the same.


To provide our clients with quality humane animal handling training and equipment;



To continue to help those who help animals; and



To remain the worlds premier supplier of professional animal handling and capture equipment.

You’ll notice a few new items of equipment and we have marked these with a “new” sticker, and as with last
year all equipment that replacement parts are available for have been marked with a “paw print”. You’ll also
notice throughout the catalog the “thumbs up” emoji, this represents favorites of ACO’s.
Please let us know how we are doing (both good and bad) as this helps us improve our services to you.
We know you have choices and it is through your support that we are able to achieve our goals and help you
achieve yours. Thank you for being an ACES client, we appreciate and value your custom.

Regards

Andrew Katers—Top Dog

= ACO Favorite

= First time in the catalog

®
= Replacement Parts Available

ANIMAL CARE EQUIPMENT & SERVICES LLC
555 Alter Street 19A, Broomfield CO 80020 | 800 338 2237 or + 1 303 296 9287 | Fax 303 298 8894
www.animal-care.com | aces@animal-care.com
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HumaniacTM Dual Release Catch Pole

(Pat No. 8,544,421)

The original “Dual Release Catch Pole”. It has a dual release mechanism
that allows for either an instant release or a quick release, dependent
upon the situation. Visit our website for a list of spare parts. Not to be
used to lift the animal.
ADR-CP3 ............................. 3’Pole ................................ $83.95
ADR-CP4 ............................. 4’ Pole .............................. $92.00
ADR-CP5 ............................. 5’ Pole ............................... $99.75

Ketch-All Poles

Freeman Leash Pole
Gentle yet sturdy. Wide noose for easy placement
over the head. Unbendable aluminum pole for a
secure hold.
FP-39L ............................................................... $41.00

Featuring lightweight aircraft aluminum shaft, swivel head, automatic
locking mechanism, quick release, protective sleeve, non-slip rubber
grips, vinyl coated noose. The longer the pole, the larger the noose
opening. Visit our website for a list of spare parts.
Not to be used to lift the animal.
KA-28 .................. 28” Baton ............................... $70.00
KA-3 .................... 3’ Pole ..................................... $72.00
KA-4 .................... 4’ Pole ..................................... $80.00
KA-4S .................. 4’ Stainless Steel Pole ........... $107.00
KA-5 .................... 5’ Pole ..................................... $89.00
KA-5S .................. 5’ Stainless Steel Pole ........... $112.00
KA4-6 .................. Extension Pole 4—6’ ............. $109.00
KA7-12 ................ Extension Pole7—12’ ............ $147.00

Freeman Adjustable ‘Y’ Pole
Adjustable in length which makes it easier to use and store! Y Poles are used to restrain wild or feral canids against a solid surface. When fully extended, it is 60” long and collapses to 39” for easier transportation and storage. Also available are optional
wall mount clips that attach to the pole.
FP-YP ...................$115.50
FP-YPC (2 clips) ...$5.00

Catch Pole Accessories
Flash Light Clip .... FC-2N .................................... $7.00
Equipment Clip ... EC-4 ....................................... $2.60
LED Flashlight ..... GFL-13 ................................. $38.90
Head Lamp.......... HL-2000 ............................... $33.97

Rescue Tek
Professional double-ended leash
RT-SC............. $38.50

Snappy Snare
HumaniacTM Leashes
Use as a collar/leash. Heavy duty woven
propylene webbing and reinforced ends.
“No kink” design, nickel plated “D” ring.
Comes in a packet of 25. *Pink has been
replaced with purple.
AL-25 ..................$20.94

ACO Leads
Sold as singles or a pack of 12
leads.
AAC-L1 ..... single........ $1.95
AAC-L ....... 12 leads ... $18.95

For non-aggressive animals only.
SS-30............ 30” ................... $25.95
SS-49............ 49” ................... $28.95
SS-65............ 65” ................... $30.95
SS-49S .......... 49” S/Steel ...... $75.95
SS-65S .......... 65” S/Steel ...... $84.95

Super Snare
A beefed up version of the Snappy Snare.
Made from flexible yet virtually unbreakable heavy duty polycarbonate rod with soft
woven roping. For medium to large dogs
only.
FSS-1 ............... $74.30

ACO’s Friend
Humaniac™ Cat Tongs
Use to gently restrain feral and fractious
cats. Available in two lengths 28” and
38”.
WCG-28 ......... 28” Blue Tong ........................... $55.15
WCG-28T ....... 28” Green Tong ......................... $79.95
WCG-38 ......... 38” Blue Tong ........................... $60.65
WCG-38T ....... 38” Green Tong ........................ $79.95

High quality vinyl coated aircraft cable. Designed to
hold a nearly perfect circle. Wrist loop for secure holding.
ACL-5C ......... 5’ Cable only ............................. $8.20
ACL-7C ......... 7’ Cable only ............................. $9.25
ACL-H5......... 5’ Cable & Holster ................... $15.25
ACL-H7......... 7’ Cable & Holster ................... $16.00
ACL-CK ......... Holster Only .............................. $8.75

Snake Hooks Bags & Tongs
Snake Hooks are recommended for experienced handlers.
MW-HK.......... 40” ............................................ $30.50
MW-HKC ....... 40” Collapsible .......................... $47.50
MW-DHK ....... Heavy Duty Hook ...................... $67.50
These Super Grip Snake Tongs provide a 2 1/4” wide surface for more secure and humane handling of snakes. The pressure is spread over a wider area and leaves the snake more relaxed.
MW-G42.... 42” Tong ..................................
$49.75
MW-G48.... 48” Tong ..................................
$54.25
MW-G60.... 60” Tong ..................................
$60.20
MW-G40.... 40” Collapsible Tong ................
$55.75
Our Humaniac™ Snake Bag features an aluminum triangular frame with a 26" long detachable
handle, assembled length is 39.5" and the width of the head is 15". Weighing approximately
1.5lbs without a bag and 2lbs when a bag is attached. The bag is 44" deep and made out of a double layer black cotton. Bag is secured to the frame via Velcro® taping all around the opening of the
bag. You can secure the snake by tying the attached ties.
SHB-H ............ Complete Unit .......................... $73.45
SHB-HN ......... Replacement Bag ...................... $26.10
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Wildlife Start-Up Kit (WSU-Kit) —$295.50
This kit includes the following equipment: HumaniacTM 28” Cat Tongs*
 Freeman Little Dandy Net
 HumaniacTM Rabies Gloves (large sent unless specified )
 36” Trap, your choice of Tru-Catch or Tomahawk.

ACO Start-Up Kit (ACO-Kit) - $180.10
This kit includes the following equipment: HumaniacTM Dual Release Catch Pole 4ft *
 HumaniacTM Rabies Gloves (large sent unless specified)
 49” Snappy Snare (non-stainless steel)
 ACO Friend 5ft & Holster

Feral Cat Handling Kit (FCH-Kit) - $314.00
This kit includes the following equipment: Feral Cat & Small Mammal Den
 HumaniacTM Critter Gloves (medium sent unless specified)
 Freeman Cage Net
 HumaniacTM 28” Cat Tongs*
 Feral Cat Den Opener 19”

Rescue Tech (RTK-4) - $169.60
This kit includes the following equipment: HumaniacTM Dual Release Catch Pole 4ft *
 ACO Friend (5ft)
 HumaniacTM Flat Leashes (pack of 25)
 Muzzles (assorted sizes, pack of 7)
*these items can be substituted, an additional fee may be incurred.

Freeman Bag ‘N Go
Freeman Little Dandy Net
A short handled, small meshed, deep net for
capturing and transporting all sorts of smaller
creatures. Locking drawstring closure.
FN-LD ..... Little Dandy Net ..... $49.70
FDN-RN .. Replacement Net ... $30.75

Freeman Cage Net
Features a deep, soft fine-meshed net where the hoop opens
and closes by a sliding handle. The net has a unique hoop
shape to help fit into cage corners. Simple to use, gentle on
the animal. Ideal for handling fractious cats, snakes and other
wildlife under 25lbs (11kg). The nets new design has a zipper
on the bottom of the bag to make easier any examination,
treatment and release of the animal. An included nylon
sleeve makes for easy storage and travel.
FP-CC .................Cage Net ................................ $107.65
FP-CCRN ...........Replacement Net .................... $35.35
FP-CCRC ............Replacement Cable ................. $16.50

It is made from a soft netting and has been designed to be secured over the guillotine end of a
trap, so that the animal can be transferred into
the bag and then secured via the attached drawstring. The animal can be weighed and medicated if needed while still in the bag. Holds up to
30lb.
FP-BNG ............ $40.00

Bat Bird Mammal Net

HumaniacTM Folding Net

Perfect for a wide variety of smaller
animals. Soft fine mesh netting. The
telescoping heavy duty aluminum
pole extends from 1’ to 18’. Net is
19” x 19” depth 30”.
3543 ................ Complete Unit ............. $64.85

We have improved the net quality and increased the length. The triangular net
opening is ideal for corners or walls. Holds
up to 20lbs.

Humaniac™ Hula Hoop Net
Perfect for both large & small
dogs (running or stationary).
Durable 3’ diameter polyethylene hoop with a 5’ deep net,
comes complete with storage
bag.
HTN-35 ............ Complete Unit ...................... $62.50
3641-RN .......... Replacement Net .................... $36.90
HTN-B ............. Replacement Storage Bag ....... $19.00

Magnum Net
This is our largest net and features a
handle that extends from 4’ to 8’. It
has an extra heavy duty double wall
frame and soft netting (34” long x 30”
across x 48” deep), which is gentle on
birds and other animals. For use on
animals under 60lbs. Comes complete with a storage bag.
3641– K ...... Complete Unit .................................. $150.00
3641-RN ..... Replacement Net ............................... $36.90
HTN-B ......... Replacement Storage Bag .................. $19.00

Versa Net
Made from stainless steel for durability and foolproof operation, the
shaft is over 4.5’ long. A slide handle on the shaft opens and closes
the net. Net is 18” x 30” opening by
26” deep. Holds up to a 40lb animal.

FN-LXK ........Complete Unit .........$107.65
FN-LXKRN ...Replacement Net ......$35.20
FN-LXKF ......Frame Only ................$83.00

Telescoping Folding Net
Available in two lengths 44” to 60” or
59” to 118” (collapses to 29”). The diameter of
the triangle hoop is 53″ and has a net depth of
17″. Made from durable micro tangle-free nylon mesh.
FN-TP60 .......... Extends to 60”............. $50.00
FN-TP118 ........ Extends to 118”........... $72.50

Throw Nets
Lightweight, strong and easy to use nets for
capturing small animals. Weighted perimeter rope for easy throwing. We recommend
you use 4’ net for smaller animals 6’ net for
small to medium and 8’ net for large dogs
and deer.
TN-4 ................ 4’ throw 2 ½” mesh ....... $78.50
TN-6 ................ 6’ throw 3” mesh .......... $91.00
TN-8 ................ 8’ throw 4” mesh .......... $99.50

EZ– Nabbers
Provides a safe and humane way to handle animals, intramuscular injections can be given through the net. Can be used as a
transfer device.
EZ-NAB14 ........ 14” frame & net ................ $130.00
EZ-NAB16 ........ 16” frame & net ................ $130.00
EZ-NAB14N ..... 14” Replacement Net .......... $28.00
EZ-NAB16N ..... 16” Replacement Net .......... $28.00

AVN-26 ..............Complete Unit ......... $129.50
ARN-26 ............ Replacement Net ....... $19.00

Freeman Extendable Hammock Net
A flexible hoop allows the net head to bend against hard surfaces, making the capture process easier
and reducing the risk of escapes. Net features: Tough stretchable netting
 Small mesh size to reduce feather damage
 Quick cord closure
 Extendable
 Easy release zipper in the bottom
FP-24H ...... 2-4 Foot ................................................. $123.75
FP-36H ...... 3—6 Foot ............................................... $133.20
FP-HRNZ .... Replacement Net with zipper .................. $49.20
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Attack Deterrents
Bite Stick & Glass Breaker End Cap
A sophisticated and effective dog attack deterrent. Ready to deploy to keep an attacking dog at bay. Simply
flick it open in the dog's direction to take 'alpha wolf' control of the situation. Extends to 21" and 26". Comes with a limited lifetime warranty and nylon holster. Note: No special training is required for effective use against dogs. Check your Department's
and State Regulations to determine if you need police tactical baton training to carry before ordering. Now available as
an optional extra the glass breaker end cap.
BS-E ............. 26” .......................................... $49.95
BS-E21 ......... 21” .......................................... $44.95
BS-EECAP..... End Cap Glass Breaker .............. $4.30
Holsters
BS-HP .......... Leather ................................... $39.95
BS-HN .......... Nylon ...................................... $41.75

Spray Shield—Citronella
This citronella formula was found to be just as effective as 10% pepper spray, without the harmful side effects.
Highly effective for dealing with low to medium level aggression.
CSS-C ............................. Spray ..................... $10.50

Counter Assault—Pepper Spray
A natural substance used to deter both human and animal attack. The larger the canister the
greater the range. Check your local area for legality. Cannot ship via air.
CA-40 .............. 1.4oz (40g) .......................... $15.95
CA-85 .............. 3oz (85g) ............................. $18.95
CA-230 ............ (Bear) 8.1oz (230g) .............. $44.00
CA-40H ............ Holster................................. $12.95
CA-85H ............ Holster................................. $12.95
CA-230H .......... Holster................................. $12.00

Pet Corrector
A handy air pressured canister that emits a noticeable hissing sound that interrupts unwanted behavior. When
used responsibly and with proper training, the Pet Corrector can eventually eliminate unwanted behavior.
Comes in a 50ml & 200ml container (approximately 100 & 400 blasts per container).
PCOR-50 ................... 50ml.................. $9.50
PCOR-200 ................. 200ml.............. $21.50

Pepper Shot 10% Plus
Self –defensive pepper spray, this 0.5oz bottle will spray 6—10 one second bursts. The effective range is 6—
8feet. Comes with a quick release key chain. Cannot be sold or shipped to NY or MA.
PS-10 .................... 15gm ................................ $4.95

Super Talon Animal Catcher
This safe and humane animal catcher is the ideal system for containment of one or more animals. Each net is equipped with a series
of steel grapples that lock the net around the animal/s to be captured making it virtually impossible for it to shake off the net or run far. Each kit contains: Compressed air launching handle
 4 preloaded and refillable net heads (4" mesh)
 20 compressed air cartridges
 Spare parts and accessories for multiple rapid launches
 All packed in a sturdy metal container with impact foam insert.
Also available with 2" and 6" mesh nets at an additional cost.
STAC ............ Standard Kit with 4” nets ..............$1,686.00
STAC-MIX .... Mixed Net Size Kit .........................$1,733.00

HumaniacTM Cat Castle (pat no. USD760,445S)
The Humaniactm "Cat Castle" provides cats (up to 35lbs) with a safe,
cozy and secure environment, thereby minimizing the stress of shelter
life. The main carrier has multiple ventilation holes and a "drawbridge"
that allows the carrier to be closed off or open. This permits the cat to
exit or enter when it feels comfortable to do so, allowing it to become
familiar with its surroundings at its own pace. The attachable "turret"
turns into a viewing platform or a sentry point so they can see what is
going on around them. It also provides a separation point from the
main carrier, but still within its own scent areas. This provides the cat
with options, (hiding, stalking or resting) helps promote natural feline
behavior quickly. These features help the cat feel safe and secure not
only in the shelter but also in the transitioning period to their new forever home. When erected as a carrier the dimensions are; 16" L x 11
1/2” W x 14" H (internal dimensions are 16"L x 11 1/2W x 9"H). When
the turret is attached the dimensions are 16"L x 11 1/2W x 18"H.
Complete Units Carrier & Turret Together SKU: CC-CU

Pet Carriers SKU: CC-BO & CC-WOD

1—14 ................ Complete Units .................. $3.75 ea
15 –74 ................ Complete Units .................. $3.50 ea
75—149 ............. Complete Units .................. $3.25 ea
150+ ................... Complete Units .................. $2.90 ea

1—24 ......... Pet Carriers .......... $2.45 ea
25—99 ....... Pet Carriers .......... $2.10 ea
100—499 ... Pet Carriers .......... $1.95 ea
500+ ........... Pet Carriers .......... $1.80 ea

Turrets Only SKU: CC-TO
1 –29 ................... Turrets ................................ $2.00 ea
30—119 .............. Turrets ................................ $1.40 ea
120—499 ............ Turrets ................................ $1.15 ea
500+ .................... Turrets .................................. .0.95 ea

Humaniac™ Feral Den Easy Opener
FCD-EO1.......19” Long .................................... $7.35
FCD-EO2.......30” Long .................................. $10.50

Humaniac™ Cat/Small Animal Shield
This transparent shield is used to push the animal to
the rear of the cage/den so that you can safely medicate the animal without it having to be moved from
the cage/den. Available in three sizes.
CS-9 .......Den Size ......................................... $25.20
CS-15 .....Cages from 15 x 15 to 23 x 23 ........ $51.45
CS-24 .....Cages from 24 x 24 ......................... $61.95

Humaniac™ Feral Cat & Small Mammal Dens
Available in two styles; a molded handle top and a flat top. These dens
are designed to provide a frightened or fractious animal a quiet “hiding
place”. The dens will fit in any cage larger than a 24” x 24”.

Molded Handle Top
Has a molded handle on top for easy sturdy carrying. Made from unbreakable plastic that carries a lifetime warranty (front door & porthole not covered by the warranty).
M-FDGC ....... Complete Unit......................... $84.95
M-DFD ......... Front Door Only ...................... $13.60
M-SPD ......... Porthole Door Only ................... $8.35

Flat Top
Flat top designed so as the animal can perch on top of the den. The
nylon web carry strap can be removed to disinfect .
M-FCD ......... Complete Unit......................... $78.22
M-FDLP ........ Locking Pin ................................ $4.10
M-DFD ......... Front Door Only ...................... $13.60
M-DSD ......... Side Door Only .......................... $8.35
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JAFCO Muzzles
Humaniac

TM

Field Rescue Stretcher

Stretcher features a mesh “envelope” that
completely covers any animal up to 200lbs.
The envelope stabilizes fractures and prevents animal escape.
A-ASK Stretcher ................................... $92.40

Soft Stretchers
Inexpensive, frameless (AS-QC48 has a frame)
stretchers in three sizes that are ideal for moving
injured or anesthetized animals. Made from heavy
duty washable nylon pack cloth with padded handles
for easy carrying.
AS-SQC21 ...... Small 21 x 34 up to 45lbs ................... $35.55
AS-SQC30 ...... Medium 30 x 50 up to 100lbs ............ $55.00
AS-SQC46 ...... Large 46 x 70 up to 150lbs ................. $83.00
AS-SQC3 ........ Set of 3 (S, M & L) ............................ $160.00
AS-QC48 ........ Hospital Stretcher 21 x 48 ............... $125.00

Soft Sling—Large
Soft Quick Lift™, Large. Fleece-lined, with reinforced
body. Perfect for after surgery, injury or age related
physical therapy. Upto 90lbs.
SQL-L ......................... Large ....................... $22.00

Hand Held Thermometer
Portable Infra Red Hand Held Thermometer is
an essential tool for ACO’s to carry when investigating
animals left in vehicles, sheds etc. Temperature range 0
to 750 oF (-18 to 400 oC). Single point laser sighting.
Comes with a 9 volt battery.
Temp-1 ..................................... $36.00

Dangerous Dog Collar & Sign
Collar is made of heavy duty leather and new long lasting
reflective material. Sign is 18” x 12” made of plastic.
DDC-S .......... Small Collar ............................. $12.50
DDC-M ......... Medium Collar ........................ $14.50
DDC-L .......... Large Collar ............................. $17.50
DDC-XL ........ X-Large Collar .......................... $22.50
DDS-1 .......... Dangerous Dog Sign ................ $14.99

Redstick®
This Redstick® is used as a “break stick”.
Strong, light and bright with a finger guard built in.
This is a simple, effective and versatile tool that
can break the grip of the most determined.
RS-1............. Single Unit ..... $21.50

Clipnosis®
Clip on before beginning any procedure
and will help to minimize stress and anxiety associated with routine care and minor procedures.
CLP-T ........... 2 Large, 2 Small Clips .............. $12.30
CLP-L............ 2 Large Clips .............................. $6.57

JAFCO Muzzles are renowned for their
lightweight, durability and ease of
cleaning. These clear vinyl muzzles are
reinforced with a neoprene strap and
are designed to be worn for extended
periods without inhibiting the dog's
breathing, barking, panting or other stress responses. They
have been designed so that the dog can even drink with the
muzzle on, using a water bowl or bucket. Sizes to fit all
breeds from Chihuahuas to Great Danes.
JM
Sizes 0 to 5
$35.95

Baskerville Ultra Muzzles
When you are not sure about the
animal’s temperament when it arrives in your facility, this muzzle will
offer bite protection to both you and
other animals. It’s flexible fit allows for wider noses and a small convenient opening allows
the dog to eat and drink while wearing it.
MBU01 ........ Size 1 ................................................... $12.44
MBU02 ........ Size 2 ................................................... $14.00
MBU03 ........ Size 3 ................................................... $17.24
MBU04 ........ Size 4 ................................................... $21.59
MBU05 ........ Size 5 ................................................... $23.00
MBU06 ........ Size 6 ................................................... $26.62
MBUSET3 .... Set of 3 (1 each of 2 5 & 6 ) ................ $54.00
MBUSET6 .... Set of 6 (1 of each size) ....................... $97.65

ACES Muzzles & Storage Rack
Washable easy to use nylon
muzzles for cats and dogs.
Dog muzzles have snap buckles and come in kits of assorted sizes. Cat muzzles are VelcroTM fastened with three sizes. Also available is a 10 hook
rack to sort and store your muzzles.
DMS-7 ......... Dog Muzzles 7pk ................................. $45.00
DMS-10 ....... Dog Muzzles 10pk ............................... $65.27
LMS-3 .......... Long Nose Dog 3 pk ........................... $18.00
CMV-3 ......... Cat Muzzles 3 pk ................................ $17.00
MR-10 ......... Rack for muzzles 10 hook .................. $15.00

C-Muzzle
The C-Muzzle was developed by a
veterinarian. It has Velcro flaps
on both sides of the jaw to allow
visualization and access to the
patient's mouth. Allows access to
possible dental problems, check
gum color and capillary refill, also
to give oral treatments and medications. The nine pack
comes with one muzzle per size (0 - 5XL) fits dogs from Miniature Poodles to Bull Mastiffs.
DMS-C9 ....... Set of 9 muzzles ................................$72.00

HumaniacTM Jiffy Tags
Tags are permanent instant pet
ID that you seal in plastic. These
tags are strong enough for a St. Bernard
and light enough for cats. Once you have
written in the details of the animal you
then seal the tag and attach it to the animal's collar. No tools or glue necessary.
JT-1 .............. Single Tags ................................ $0.47
JT-1B............ Bulk Box 1000 Tags ............... $315.00

Microchip Readers by ScanfindrTM
Xtend Max is a Universal Stick Scanner that will read all popular microchips available in North America. Bite resistant stick antenna puts
extra distance between you and the animal.
X-MAX ......... Stick Scanner .................................... $695.00
Compact Max, this compact universal reader is perfect for use in the
field! It even charges in your vehicle. Visit our website for technical
details.
X-CMAX ................................................................$250.00

Aussie Pet Tags
They feature a waterproof
paper insert on which you
write
the
phone, address,
etc. This snaps
into the plastic
holder
with
built-in collar loop for easy
attachment to any collar. Packaged 100/box. Give them Humaniac™ Cat Safety Collars
away or sell them inexpensively for a profit.
These nylon Cat Safety Collars feaAT-100 ......... Box 100 tags ........................... $41.95
ture a breakaway buckle that will
release if the collar gets caught.
E-Jay ID Bands
Made from Tyvek with peel off gum tabs. Available in a Collar is adjustable (11" to 7").
Comes with a bell attached to the
white, red, blue and mixed multicolored box , 500 per box.
collar. Available in red, blue, black or purple.
10” Bands .... ................................................ $38.65
20” Bands ..................................................... $43.35
CSC-R ........... Red ..................................................... $1.00
30” Bands (100 count) ................................. $26.10
CSC-BU ........ Blue .................................................... $1.00
EJKT-333 ..... 33’ Continuous Roll White ...... $26.10
CSC-P ........... Purple ................................................ $1.00
CSC-B ........... Black .................................................. $1.00

HumaniacTM Helping Hand
HumaniacTM Helping Hand temperament
TabBand ID Collars
testing tool for animal shelters and rescue
Provides a secure identification system for animals in your groups. Measuring 38” long (finger tip to end
facility. Available in 10” for cats and small dogs and 20” for of the plexi rod).
medium to large dogs. Available in white, red and blue for
HH-1
$16.75
color coding. Boxes of 100 and 500.
Pet Parkers & Dog Hooks
10” Bands x 100 ........................................... $12.95
These “Pet Parkers” & “Dog Hooks” will se10” Bands x 500 ........................................... $43.00
curely hold a leash by simply dropping the
20” Bands x 100 ........................................... $12.95
leash over the Pet Parker. A great place to
20” Bands x 500 ........................................... $43.00
hold pets while owners fill out paperwork.
PP-4M... 4pk mixed colors ..........$19.00
DH-S ..... Standard .............. $29.99
DH-U..... Ultimate ............... $34.99

For all Metal License, ID and Rabies Tags
Call an ACES Customer Service Representative for an
order form & pricing on PH: 800 338 2237
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HumaniacTM Resistor Gloves
Humaniac

TM

Critter Gloves

These gloves have been designed to give you
added protection without compromising dexterity when handling animals. These gloves
are made from top quality Elkhide and lined
with Kevlar®. The gauntlet is made from Cordura and lined with Kevlar®. Resists sharp
teeth, talons, and scratches. Covers past the
elbow. Excellent for cats, birds and small
mammals.
CG-S ............ Small ................................................. $91.30
CG-M ........... Medium ............................................ $91.30
CG-L ............ Large ................................................. $91.30
CG-XL .......... X-Large.............................................. $91.30

HumaniacTM Premium Gloves
When you feel like you would like a little
more protection but still have dexterity,
then these are the gloves for you. Made
from top quality Elkhide (the toughest
penetration leather) and lined with Kevlar®.
DGD-XS........ X Small .............................................. $49.35
DGD-S.......... Small ................................................. $49.35
DGD-M ........ Medium ............................................ $49.35
DGD-L .......... Large ................................................. $49.35
DGD-XL ........ X Large .............................................. $49.35

HumaniacTM Duty Gloves
These gloves are designed for
day-in day-out wear. High penetration protection from bites
and scratches. Made from high quality
top-grain leather and lined with Spectra.
DG-XS .......... X-Small .............................................. $42.00
DG-S ............ Small ................................................. $42.00
DG-M .......... Medium ............................................ $42.00
DG-L ............ Large ................................................. $42.00
DG-XL .......... X-Large.............................................. $42.00
DG-XXL ........ XX-Large............................................ $42.00

These gloves offer excellent
protection against crushing
and penetration, without the
loss of dexterity. A Spectralined hand with a shield for
protection against crushing
bites. The gauntlet is extremely well-padded and features
hidden trauma plates to
spread the strongest bite forces over a wide area. Ideal for
working with cats, dogs and all wildlife.
AR-S...................... Small ............................................. $86.65
AR-M .................... Medium ........................................ $86.65
AR-L ...................... Large ............................................. $86.65
AR-XL.................... X-Large .......................................... $86.65

HumaniacTM Maxima Gloves
Maximum crushing protection.
Has an outer and inner glove,
both made from Elkhide. Outer
layer can be removed. Inner layer
has a heavily padded gauntlet.
This glove is ideal for large dangerous dogs or other crushing
bite animals.
AM-S .................... Small ........................................... $194.25
AM-M ................... Medium ...................................... $194.25
AM-L .................... Large ........................................... $194.25
AM-XL .................. X-Large ........................................ $194.25

HumaniacTM Top-Grain Talon Gloves
These gloves are a Top Grain
leather version of our Talon
Gloves. Offers increased penetration protection with additional padding with Kevlar ®
lining.
TG-ST.................... Small .............................................. $82.70
TG-MT .................. Medium ......................................... $82.70
TG-LT .................... Large .............................................. $82.70
TG-XLT .................. X-Large ........................................... $82.70

HumaniacTM Talon Gloves
Humaniac

TM

Rabies Gloves

These gloves feature an Elkhide hand lined with Kevlar® and a nylon bite flap extending over the back of the hand for bite protection. Heavily padded gauntlets extend to the elbow for full forearm protection. Offers manipulability with full protection. Excellent for dogs.
RG-S ............ Small ........................................... $89.20
RG-M ........... Medium ...................................... $89.20
RG-L ............ Large ........................................... $89.20
RG-XL .......... X-Large........................................ $89.20

Glove is made from Cowhide and lined with Kevlar®. A good
all purpose glove for cats, dogs and other wildlife.
TG-XS .......... X-Small (LIMITED STOCK) .................................. $62.00
TG-S............. Small ....................................................... $62.00
TG-M ........... Medium .................................................. $62.00
TG-L ............. Large ....................................................... $62.00
TG-XL........... X-Large.................................................... $62.00

HumaniacTM Animal Gauntlets
These gloves offer great penetration resistance and good manipulability. The glove is
completely lined with Kevlar® and the hand is made from Elkhide. Available in two
lengths 18” or 23”.
AGK-S .......... Small 18” (red glove) ..................... $104.95
AGK-M ......... Medium 18” (red glove) ................ $104.95
AGK-L........... Large 18” (red glove) ..................... $104.95
AGK-SL ......... Small 23” (brown glove) ................ $111.25
AGK-ML ....... Medium 23” (brown glove) ........... $111.25
AGK-LL ......... Large 23” (brown glove) ................ $111.25

HumaniacTM Arm Protector Sleeves
Kevlar® lined and covered with a lightweight, penetration resistant, ballistic nylon. This
combination protects against scratches and bites on the forearm (16″ long). Can be
worn with Duty Gloves or alone .
H-APS .................................................................... $45.13

Kevlar® Arm Protector Sleeves
These 14″ Kevlar® arm protector sleeves with thumb holes can be worn under your
uniform and can be combined with our Duty or Premium Gloves . The sleeve will give
you an extra layer of protection, without the bulk. Sold as a pair.
H-APSK ........ ......................................................... $13.00

Glove Clip
Keep your gloves close by when not in use with this handy glove clip.
GC-B ..................................................................... $11.54

N O N L E AT H E R G L O V E S
HumaniacTM V-Pro Safety Gloves (non leather)
You asked for it, and we are so proud to now offer a leather
alternative. Our V-Pro Safety Glove is manufactured from
all synthetic material with a three layer level of protection;
outer layer is a synthetic leather, center layer is a level 5 cut
resistant fabric and the inner layer is Kevlar®. The V-Pro Safety Glove offers hand and arm protection from bites and
scratches with a 14″ long gauntlet. We have reinforced the
common “bite zones” for added protection and with an added
bonus of touch screen capabilities for smart phones.
The V-Pro Safety Glove does not compromise protection for
flexibility and dexterity. You will be able to practice safe restraint techniques with the V-Pro Safety Glove.
V-ProS ........... Small .................. $112.50
V-ProM .......... Medium ............. $112.50
V-ProL ........... Large .................. $112.50
V-ProXL ......... XLarge ................ $112.50

Bitebuster Gloves (non leather)
Man-made, non-leather, the all-in-one utility glove consisting
of a proprietary blend of double layers of Kevlar® and synthetic puncture resistant polymers. Also available are padded
sleeves.
BB-Beast ...... 18” Gauntlet ................................... $135.00
BB-Beast22 .. 22” Gauntlet ................................... $145.00
BB-EGML ...... Extreme Gauntlet ............................. $81.00
BB-PSLXL ...... Padded Sleeves ................................ $53.00

ANIMAL HANDLING & CAPTURE
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Glove Sizing Chart
Place your index finger next to the vertical black line, as shown and your knuckles on top of
the horizontal black line to get your right size.

HumaniacTM Safety Trousers
ALL NEW Kevlar® lined safety trousers. Made from Cordura then lined with Kevlar® to prevent and/or
minimize the damage from a dog attack. These olive green safety trousers don't look or feel like a bite
suit. Adjustable waist, with two pockets and zippers at the ankles to make taking them on/off easy.
Wear over your everyday pants for added protection.
KT-S ..............Small ............................................... $103.45
KT-ML...........Medium/Large................................ $103.45
KT-XL ............X-Large ........................................... $103.45
KT-XXL ..........XX-Large ......................................... $103.45

Note about our Humaniac™Animal Handling Gloves— each pair of gloves have designed to allow you to practice safe and humane
animal handling techniques. Our gloves will offer you added protection and reduce the severity of injury if it does occur, please
consider the following before deciding on what type of animal handling gloves you need:

What animals do I mainly handle cats, dogs, birds other animals?



Is dexterity more important?



Do I require more crushing bite protection?

These answers will help you to determine which gloves will work best for you. Should you need help, an ACES Representative will
be able to advise you PH: 800 338 2237.
Remember no glove should ever be considered BITE PROOF, and should be used with commonsense and caution!

Pet Waste Pick Up Solution!
The environmentally-friendly Dog Tidy feces collection system is the most widely-used collection bag system in the world—for good reason! The bags are super-strong and roomy and completely degrade in months, not years. Each bag
has printed instructions, can be securely tied for cleanliness and odor control,
and is the largest collection bag of its type. Bags come 200/roll with 10 rolls per
carton (2,000) bags per carton. The dispenser holds a roll of 200 bags and releases just one bag at a time. It is made from powder coated extra-heavy aluminum for a lifetime of durability. Designed for mounting to a broad range of post
types with built-in tamper-proof lock to reduce vandalism. Dispensing instructions are printed on top.
We offer a SPECIAL PRICE for a “Start-Up Kit” of 1 dispenser and 1 carton of
bags for $99.50 delivered.
DT-C2 ..........Carton .................................... $79.00
DT-D1 ..........Dog Tidy Dispenser ................ $49.00
DT-SK ..........Start up Kit ............................. $99.50
DTC-100 ......Dog Tidy Complete Bin ........ $650.00
DT-PRO........Promo Packs........................... $50.00
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SHELTER NEEDS
Pails
Stainless Steel Bowls (Standard)
D-1PT ........ 1 Pint .......... $1.82
D-1Q.......... 1 Quart ....... $3.15
D-2Q.......... 2 Quart ....... $4.35
D-3Q.......... 3 Quart ....... $5.85
D-5Q.......... 5 Quart ....... $6.85

Puppy Pans
PP-14......... 14” diameter .... $9.99

Stainless Steel Bowls (Heavy Weight)
D-1PAW ........................................ 1 Pint ............ $3.93
D-1AW .......................................... 1 Quart ......... $6.06
D-2AW .......................................... 2 Quart ......... $6.64
D-3AW .......................................... 3 Quart ......... $9.79

Stainless Steel water pails in various sizes.
D-2P ........... 2 Quart ............. $8.98
D-4P ........... 4 Quart ........... $15.75
D-6P ........... 6 Quart ........... $26.25
D-9P ........... 9 Quart ........... $27.30

Disposable/Compostable Water & Food Bowls
Made from sugarcane pulp, this product is
both compostable and biodegradable. Both
waterproof and oil proof. 1000 per carton.
D-WFB8 .........8oz ............. $63.00
D-WFB16 .......16oz ............ $89.50

Disposable/Compostable
Food Tray Bowls

No-Tip/Skid Stainless Steel Bowls
NTD-8 ........ ½ Pint .......... $3.50
NTD-16 ...... 1 Pint .......... $6.00
NTD-1 ........ 1 Quart ....... $8.29
NTD-2 ........ 2 Quart ..... $10.39
NTD-3 ........ 3 Quart ..... $12.45

Hanging Holder & Bowl
Bowls hang on to the cage door, available in
various sizes
HCC-10 ............. 10oz .............. $3.06
HCC-20 ............ 20oz .............. $5.00
HCC-30 ............. 30oz .............. $6.60
HCC-64 ............. 2 Quart ......... $9.50

Bolt On Holder & Bowl
Bowls bolt onto cage doors, available in
various sizes.
BCC-10 .......................................... 10oz .............. $4.28
BCC-20 ......................................... 20oz .............. $5.67
BCC-30 .......................................... 30oz .............. $6.60
BCC-64 .......................................... 2 Quart ......... $9.67

Ant Proof Bowl
These patented designed Ant Proof Bowls
work by confusing the scout ant. No water
or chemicals needed in the moat. Bowls
are UV resistant. The bowl is 2.5 quarts and weighs 1.5 lbs.
D-AP ................................... $11.25

Crock Bowls
Available in two sizes 1 and 4 cup size capacity.
CB-S ........... 1 cup ............................... $1.50
CB-M ......... 4 cup ............................... $2.98

These coated paper trays are convenient and economical. Great also
for portion control.
D-FT5 .............Small 1/2 lb 1000 case ................. $35.70
D-FT6 .............Medium 2lb 1000 case ................. $42.50
D-FT10 ...........Large 5lb 500 case ........................ $44.95

Food Scoop—2 Cup
Made with Microban that will help to
prevent the growth of odor and stain
causing bacteria that can ruin the animals' food in your facility. Includes indicator lines for accurate portion control.
D-FS ........... ......................... $2.50

Interactive Cat Feeder
This is a revolutionary way to turn a cat’s meal into a challenging game. Many cats in shelters lack mental stimulations
which can lead to boredom and destructive behavior. Catch
will help stimulate natural cat behaviors and reduce boredom
in confined cats. By significantly prolonging the cats eating
time, will result in a happier, healthier cat that can enjoy the
taste of its food. Simply scatter the desired amount of food
across the feeder and then the cat uses its paws to push or
grab the food between the smoothly rounded spikes to eat.
Dishwasher safe. Size 11.5″ x 9.0″ x 3.2″
IFC .............. $34.99

Stainless Steel Litter Pans
This standard weight, economy pan is made from 18/825 gauge stainless steel with
straight sides. For the ultimate in durability, these pans will last!
SSP-10 ............10 3/8” x 12 3/4” x 2 1/2” ....................... $17.85 each
SSP-20 ............20 3/4” x 12 3/4” x 2 1/2” ....................... $24.15 each

Plastic Litter Pans
These molded plastic litter pans are affordable and easy to clean. Comes in miscellaneous colors and two sizes . Priced per dozen.
LP-2ASSTD .....14” x 10” x 3 1/2” ............. $28.75
LP-1ASSTD .....16” x 12” x 4” ................... $32.50

Recyclable/Disposable Litter Pans
We have three types of recyclable/disposable litter pans:*Clear Plastic Pans (100 p/case) 9” x 12” x 1 3/4”
*Aluminum Pans (100 p/case) 9” x 12” x 1 1/4”
*Pulp Fiber Pans (250 p/case) 9” x 12” x 1”
LP-DP ..... Clear Plastic Litter Pan ....... $52.20
LP-DA ...... Aluminum Litter Pan .......... $87.50
LP-DPP .... Pulp Litter Pan ................... $80.00

Cage Card Holders
We offer two types of cage card holders, aluminum and plexiglass. Both cage card holders are available in two sizes. The cage card goes in between the plexiglass whereas with the aluminum one the cage
card sits on top of the holder.
ACH-35 .........3” x 5” Aluminum ..................... $4.47ea
ACH-46 ..........4” x 6” Aluminum ..................... $4.99ea
PCH-35 ..........3” x 5” Plexiglass ....................... $3.35ea
PCH-58 ..........5½” x 8½” Plexiglass .................. $4.95ea

Cage Cards
These durable, double-sided cage cards will outlive any regular paper cards around. Use colored pens to
code cards for strays, adoptions, caution, etc. Water resistant. Call for a Free sample! 100 cards per pack.
CC-35 .............3” x 5”........................................ $8.40
CC-46 .............4’ x 6” ........................................ $8.40

Boomer Ball

HumaniacTM Scratch Bricks

This is the ultimate tough toy! Perfect
on land or water for all those ball obsessed toy destroyers. Made from
polyethylene which makes it virtually
indestructible, it is designed to not be
picked up by the dog (Boomer Ball
should be a size bigger than the dog
can carry).
BB-L ....... 8” Ball ........... $23.88
BB-XL ..... 10” Ball ......... $29.75

Our double sided Scratch Bricks, double
the life of the brick and save you money!
Designed to help you reduce the stress for
confined cats in your facility. The “bricks”
attach securely to cage bars and encourage cats to perform natural behaviors like
scent marking, cleaning their nails and
exercising their paws. Most scratch pads
are single sided, but our Humaniac™ Scratch Bricks are two
sided so you get twice the use. Made in the USA from at least
30% recycled material. Some assembly required.
SB-HK ....... 25 Scratch Bricks ....... $33.50
SB-K ......... 50 Scratch Bricks ....... $42.00
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SHELTER NEEDS
Kuranda Chew-Proof Dog Bed
Fabri-Form Pet Beds
This is an ideal solution for concrete floors and drafty kennels. They can be used with
blankets, towels, and carpet
samples. The 30”x 30” x 8”
high-density molded polyethylene beds will accommodate
most dogs. Great for whelping beds. Only available in green
or brown now.
PB-30........ Fabri-Form Pet Beds...........$69.85

Perla Cat or Dog Bed
An excellent quality molded plastic bed
for cats or dogs. High molded sides
offer protection from drafts and provides a feeling of security. Edges are
rounded so the animal can rest their
heads comfortably. Vents in the raised
floor bottom to promote air circulation and evaporation. Hygienic and easy to clean. Great for kennels, shelters or the
home. Available in assorted colors.
PB-24......(24”x”14”x9”)...............$37.50
PB-32......(32”x18”x11”)...............$45.50

Kennel Deck
An economical and spacious
platform to get dogs off cold
concrete. 2’x4’ platforms can
be snapped together to create
larger sizes.
KennelDeck is
molded from a very tough plastic and is easy to clean and disinfect. Not harmed by urine,
feces, or chemicals. It lies flat on the floor and the dogs love it.
KD-1 .............. Kennel Deck 2’x4’ ......... $45.00

Kennel Grid Matting
12” X 12” squares of non-slip,
vinyl grid matting that snap
together to make larger mats
or can be easily cut to fit exactly into any cages, truck cages,
carriers, etc. Allows liquids to
pass through while keeping the animal dry. Has no texture to
hold contaminants and is easy to clean and maintain. KennelGrid is impregnated with Vinzyne anti-microbial agent for
greater disease protection.
KG-1B ............ Blue ............... $4.49
KG-1E ............ Eggshell ......... $4.49

Strong Benches
The ultimate in durability & attractiveness. They feature twowall construction with an insulating air core for maximum
comfort and strength. Extra-heavy duty polymer construction.
SI-SG
18x31x4 Granite $59.95
SI-LG
22x42x4 Granite $72.50

Give your dog a lift with the orthopedic
support and
comfort of a patented Kuranda Chewproof Dog Bed. This high
strength, lightweight aircraft grade aluminum stands up to the toughest dogs,
indoors or out. The satin colored aluminum frame blends perfectly with the
wide choice of fabric colors. Kuranda
guarantees the structural integrity of the
frames and fabrics of their dog beds for a
period of one year from date of purchase. Replacement parts
are available.
KDB-AXS ............... 25”x 18” ..............$109.95
KDB-AS ................. 30”x 20” ..............$110.15
KDB-AM ................ 35” x 23”” ............$115.00
KDB-AL ................. 40” x 25” ..............$118.00
KDB-AXL ............... 44” x 27” ..............$139.95
KDB-AXXL ............. 50” x 36” ..............$164.95

Kuranda for Cats
The Kuranda Cat Tower is a great way
to provide exercise and amusement for
cats. Providing this active play area
with great look out spots relieves
stress and boredom for indoor cats.
The staggered levels provide cozy
nooks that help provide privacy and
reduce conflict between cats. The tower is designed with more
weight at the bottom to keep it secure from tipping. The Furniture Grade PVC frame and solid vinyl fabric is durable and easy
to wipe clean. Pictured is a 3 tier cat tower. Available up to 9
tiers—call ACES for pricing 800 338 2237.
KTC-2 ............. 2 Tiers ...........................$78.00
KTC-3 ............. 3 Tiers .........................$102.00
KTC-4 ............. 4 Tiers .........................$124.00
KTC-5 ............. 5 Tiers .........................$143.00

Kennel Matting
Long lasting, easy to clean. Used by veterinary hospitals, animal
shelters, boarding kennels, wildlife centers, and grooming facilities, and as a floor mat for animal transportation vehicles. Long
lasting, easy to clean. 1/2” thick, tough PVC open-grid design
stabilizes animals, keeps them dry and protected from floor
heat or cold. Unique design permits air circulation, and reduces
kennel noise. Call for a sample: 800-338-ACES(2237) Colors
available: blue, red, green, black.
KM24 ........................................24”Wx 40’L ......... $516.00
KM36 ........................................36”Wx40’ L .......... $763.00

Folding Cages
These single door cages fold flat to 4” high. An essential item for shelters, veterinarians, wildlife
centers, groomers, kennels and private use. Perfect for crate training. Black Epoxy Finish.
PM-APCM. ...... 25—30lb dog 24” x 17” x 20” ................. $45.00
PM-APCI .......... 30—50lb dog 30” x 19” x 22” ................. $58.00
PM-APCL ......... 50—70lb dog 34” x 22” x 25” ................. $70.00
PM-APCXL ....... 70—90lb dog 38” x 25” x 27” ................. $95.00
PM-APCG ........ 90—125lb dog 43” x 29” x 31” ............. $119.00

Portable Carrier
This collapsible carrier is ideal for animals up to 30lbs. High impact plastic with sturdy metal
door. Folds flat for easy storage and transportation.
CE-1 ................. 20 x 14 x 14 ............................................. $62.00

Drug Safe
Class V rated drug safe. Double lock. DEA compliant. Built of heavy-duty
steel and powder coated. Mount on the wall or bolt to floor. A must for
shelters or veterinary hospitals that keep scheduled drugs on their premises. Large unit weighs 56
lbs. Two sizes:
NS-1
29” x 23” x 10” $494.00
NS-2
8¾” x 6 x 7¼”
$159.00

Animal & Veterinary Scales
We have options when it comes to scales from
small animal scales (under 44 lbs) to large animal
scales (550 lbs).
Reads up to 550lbs
PS500-2 ....Deluxe Platform Scale 22” x 22”... $485.00
PS500-3 ....Deluxe Platform Scale 22” x 36”... $555.00
PS500-4 ....Deluxe Platform Scale 22” x 42”... $655.00
PS500-FS ..Optional Floor Stand ...................... $75.00
Reads up to 300lbs
VT-2000 ....42” x 22”....................................... $880.00
Small Animal under 44lbs
MS20-P.....20” x 12” x2½” plastic .................. $160.00
MS20-S .....20” x 12” x 2 ½” stainless steel..... $190.00

Visit www.animal-care.com for pricing on
Coveralls, shoe/boot covers & aprons
Cadaver Bags

Heavy duty polyethylene bags in two sizes designed to
securely hold animals for safe, clean handling.
Humaniac™ Cat Resting Shelf
Increase the size of any cat cage by inserting a clever cat resting shelf. CBS-240 ....... 10pk small .............................. $8.00
CBS-240R ..... 50 count roll......................... $37.50
Made from ABS plastic which does not conduct body heat so animal
CBL-300 ....... 5pk large ................................ $7.65
stays warm. Easy to clean and disinfect. Helps quiet stainless cages. Fits CBL-300R ..... 50 count roll......................... $70.00
most cages: 21”W x 12”H x 12”D. Litter pans sold separately.
Cremation Urns
CRS-1 ....................... $48.80
Secure, ebony-colored resin with a
place for the pet’s photo. Available
in small & large.
JCU-S...Small Cremation Urn ......$8.90
JCU-L...Large Cremation Urn ....$12.90
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SHELTER NEEDS
Stainless Steel Caging
ACES is pleased to offer a fine line of very economical stainless caging to fit your budget. Our cages are made
in specific size increments so you can build cage banks to exactly fit your space requirements. These stainless
cages feature our popular positive door latch for secure closure and locking. There is no center post on double-door cages. All cages are 100% stainless with no carbon steel to ensure there is no rusting. All cages are 28
½” deep, only the height and width changes. Visit our website www.animal-care.com for a complete listing of
sizing and pricing or call an ACES Representative on 800 338 2237. Pricing starts at $275.00 per cage.
5 unit bank

9 unit bank

12 unit bank

Plastic Caging
A cost effective alternative for shelters and kennels on a budget. These single or caging units are corrosionresistant and constructed from materials for durability and sanitation. Featuring:*One piece, rotationally molded polyethylene eliminates stress points and adds overall uniformity and rigidity;
*Plastic material resists stains, daily exposure to disinfectants, and making clean up easy for shelter staff;
*Urine retaining lip catches spills; and
*Stainless steel doors and hardware.
Call an ACES Representative to discuss your particular needs and the many options available.

SHELTER NEEDS
Animal Enclosures
ACES is proud to offer this line of modern cat, dog and wildlife enclosures which are receiving rave reviews from shelters and kennels everywhere. Every size from individual cages through condos to large colony cages is featured.
Heavy-gauge, PVC coated wire mesh, polyethylene floors, framed with square PVC tubing. Quick and easy assembly
with hidden connecting hardware. Easily cleaned and disinfected, and lightweight for easy moving. Visit our website
www.animal-care.com for a complete listing of sizing and pricing or call an ACES Representative on 800 338 2237.

Pictured is a multi unit cage bank Model CC-550— 4’(h) x 6’(w) x 30”(d) 4 units and each unit is 2’(h) x 3’(w) x 30”(d) it has removable vertical dividers and extra doors to allow the enclosure to be used as 2, 3 or 4 units.
Standard with (4) Floors, (4) Doors, (2) Vertical Dividers, (2) 30” Shelves,
and Casters. $1,593.90. Options Available:- Upgrade to floor with access
hole, trap door or recessed litter pan; solid vertical dividers, solid or partial solid sides or back panels.

Pictured is a 2 level cage Model CC-505 4’(h) x 3’(w) x 30”(d) Standard with (2) molded Floors, (2) floors, (2) 30” Shelves and Casters $855.80. Options Available:- Upgrade to floor with access hole, trap door or recessed litter pan, solid or partial panels.

Pictured is a single unit Model CC-501B 4'(h) x 3'(w) x 30"(d) Standard with
molded Floor, (1) full-height Door, (1) 30" Shelf, and Casters $611.50. Alternate configuration: Model CC-501A 4'(h) x 30"(w) x 3'(d) $583.00. Differences between CC-501A and CC-501B: Door placement and Floor.

Call an ACES Representative to discuss the
many options and upgrades that are available
with these animal enclosures.
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DISEASE & ODOR CONTROL
The control of infectious diseases in animal housing facilities is a difficult and complex problem. Animal shelters are
especially difficult, due to the unknown disease background of animals entering the facility. The solution to the problem of disease transfer within a facility must be multi-faceted. No single product or approach will make the problem go
away. This is why we offer you more than one solution to help keep your facility disease free.

High Pressure Cleaners
Call an ACES Representative
for Models & Pricing
800 338 2237 or 303 296 9287

OdorPet
A bio-active odor counteractant and cleaner for all animal facilities. A combination of natural protease enzymes and bacteria in a time released, safe, biodegradable formula for breakdown and elimination of organic waste and odors. Totally organic with a near-neutral pH. Not a disinfectant. Designed to be used in
conjunction with KennelSol disinfectant. Can be used in cages, runs, floors, drains, walls, vehicles, and in
clothing and bedding to eliminate feces, urine, blood, mucus, coat oils, and odors caused by them. 4:1 dilution ratio with water.
KS-OP16 ..............16oz Spray Bottle .................... $9.95
KS-AZP1 ...............1/2 Gallon Bottle ................... $40.40
KS-AZP2 ...............2.5 Gallon Bottle .................... $99.90

Eliminator Odor Digester
Permanently eliminates unpleasant odors from urine, vomit, feces, skunk sprayed animals, drains,
kennels, cages, wood floors, kitty litter, astro turf, trash cans and much more. Eliminator Odor
Digester has a specially bred bacterial enzyme that attacks and breaks down organic matter by
digesting the source.
HT-EQ ..... 1 Quart Bottle .................... $25.00
HT-EQC ... 12/1 Quart Bottles ........... $190.00
HT-EG ..... 1 Gallon Bottle ................... $40.00
HT-EGC ... 4/1 Gallon Bottles ............ $145.00
Dog & Cat Odor Off
HT-E5P ... 5 Gallon Pail ..................... $155.00
Both of these will eliminate those nasty smells in your
KOE—Kennel Odor Eliminator
shelter or clinic.
Eliminates odors from cages, runs, tables, and walls.
T-DO....8oz Dog Odor Off ........... $5.80
T-KOE16 .....16oz .............................. $13.45
T-CO ....16oz Cat Odor Off .......... $5.80
T-KOE16C ...Case 12/16oz bottles .. $140.00
T-KOEG .......Gallon bottle................. $92.00
T-KOEGC .....4 x 1 Gallon bottles..... $326.00

Skunk-Off
Kills odor on contact. This safe and non-irritating
product removes skunk spray odor from everything!
T-SO .................... 8oz bottle ........................................$5.50
T-SOQ ................. 1 quart bottle ................................$25.00
T-SOC .................. 12 x 8oz bottles .............................$64.00
T-SOQC ............... 12 x 1 quart bottles .....................$295.00

Smells So Good—Odor Eliminator
Eliminate offensive odors; such as skunk,
urine, feces other repulsive, putrid or rancid
odors up to 30% more effectively. Just one
to two sprays will eliminate offensive odors
for up to twelve hours. Non aerosol formula. Available in four scents:- Pomegranate,
Apple, Citrus and Icy Fresh.
HT-SS ......... 1pint ............................. $22.00

WYSIWASH
An inexpensive and safe disinfectant/deodorant that employs the
same disinfecting principles as
bleach but without the harmful side
effects. Wysiwash is a chlorinebased (calcium hypochlorite as opposed to the sodium hypochlorite found in ordinary bleach) disinfectant. It has a near-neutral (close to water) pH which means
it is safe around animals, humans and all surfaces.
WW-A .... Applicator unit..................$129.95
WW-C .... Caplets (9 per pack) ............$46.95

Trifectant Disinfectant
Trifectant is effective on a broad
range of bacteria, viruses
(including pan leukopenia, coronavirus, and parvovirus), and fungi (including ringworm). It can be
applied by brush, mop, or sprayer. The ingredients create a non-corrosive acidic environment for
maximum cleaning and disinfection. One 10 lb. pail makes 123
gals. of prepared solution. One pre-measured tablet makes a 16
oz. bottle; the solution is effective for 7 days. It can be used on all
surfaces including inside vehicles and cages, as a surgical coldsterilant and exam table disinfectant, and is effective on porous
surfaces such as wood.
TR-10 ..... 10lb Pail ...................................$160.00
TR-10C ... Pail Case (four 10lb tubs) ........$560.00
TR-50 ..... Tablet 50 count .........................$45.00
TR-50C ... Tablet Case (12 50count) ........$480.00

Triple Two
Triple Two Cleaner, Disinfectant and Deodorizer is perfect for everyday cleaning,
disinfecting and deodorizing all hard surfaces in one labor saving step. Triple Two is
ideal for use in animal shelters, animal
hospitals, kennels, pet quarters, zoos, pet
shops, pet boarding and doggy day care’s.
Use Triple Two on exam tables, floors,
walls, cages, kennels or anywhere the risk of cross-infection
exists.
HT-412 ... 4/1 Gallon Bottles ............ $140.00
HT-5GP... 5 Gallon Pail ..................... $150.00
HT-302 ... 30 Gallon Drum ............... $690.00
HT-552 ... 55 Gallon Drum ............ $1,155.00
HT-55G

KennelSol
This popular quaternary disinfectant kills the broadest
spectrum of animal pathogens (viruses, bacteria, and
fungi) in the industry with the highest level of safety
for both animals and humans. Dilution ratio, 1:64
(2oz/gal), provides pH neutrality and noncorrosiveness at the recommended ratio. Rinsing is not required. This disinfecting detergent is mixed with a wintergreen odor control agent, leaving only a subtle, “fresh air”
smell. Pumps are sold separately.
KS-P.............. 1 Pint ....................................... $7.95
KS-PS ............ 12 x 1 Pint Bottles ................. $82.50
KS-GC ........... 4 x 1 Gallon Bottles ............. $109.95
KS-5P............ 5 Gallon Pail ........................ $125.85
KS-30D ......... 30 Gallon Drum ................... $552.99
KS-55D ......... 55 Gallon Drum ................... $871.10

KennelSol High Concentrate
The same quaternary disinfecting power as regular
KennelSol, with slightly lower amounts of detergent
and wintergreen odor control. A 1:256 (1/2 oz/gal.)
mixing ratio means four times the usable disinfectant. Recommended for facilities that require less
cleaning or odor control on a daily basis but where a high
level of disinfection is desired.
KS-HC5 ......... 5 Gallon Pail ........................ $237.50
KS-HCGC ...... 4 x 1 Gallon Bottles ............. $199.50
KS-30HC ....... 30 Gallon Drum ................. $1258.75
KS-55DHC..... 55 Gallon Drum ................. $2168.50
Pumps for KennelSol
KS-GP ....Pump for 1 Gal Bottle ..................... $7.90
KS-PP.....Pump for 5 Gal Pail ......................... $9.60
KS-DP ....Pump for 30 & 55 Gal Drum ....... $113.00
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Alpha BioDrain

A bio-active drain cleaner plus drain and septic maintainer. This biological clog-relieving drain cleaner is a
must for maintaining healthy, biologically active septic systems. Billions of aggressive enzymeproducing bacteria combined with fortified enzymes and a natural grease-cutting surfactant that
liquefies waste and keeps drains clear and odor-free. It is completely organic, biodegradable and
safe around animals. We recommend using two ounces in drains every two weeks or more often if
needed. This should also be adequate for septic maintenance if you are using KennelSol as your disinfectant.
KS-ABD 4 X 1/2 gallon bottles.............$98.40

LaundraPet
A premium pet laundry detergent with triple cleaning power to remove stains, heavy soil and odor from garments
and textiles. Low sudsing and contains more than three times the cleaning strength compared to conventional laundry detergents. 2 oz. per wash load. Yields up to 50 washes. It is safe and effective for laundering uniforms, scrubs,
surgical towels and drapes, bath towels, beds and

Boot Bath

The “Boot Bath” is the perfect solution
to help eliminate cross contamination
within your facility. The 2″ raised walls
will hold 1+ gallons of disinfecting solution (do not use
bleach) and will also reduce splash. The aggressive rubber
fingertips on the base of the bath will help scrape the bottom
of boots and remove any foreign or disease carrying matter.
AFM-BD3239 ................................... $123.99

Hose End Sprayer Kit
Heavy-duty hose-end sprayer is built
tough for daily professional use. Automatically meters cleaner and/or disinfectant concentrate to the exact ratio.
Combines attachments for both heavyduty blasting and foaming. Features a
quick disconnect coupling reservoir. Sprayers are adjustable to
accommodate all of our cleaning products. Adjusts to ratios of 0.5,
1, 2, 4.5 and 6 oz/gal. Replacement parts are available.
95-QGFMR ......................................... $56.00

Floor Squeegees

Poop & Moose Scoops
All aluminum two piece scoop set. Use the plain pan on all
solid surfaces and use the toothed pan on gravel and grass.
Moose Scoop has a 10” scoop pan and the Poop Scoop has a
5” pan. All pans have a 3’ handle.
PS-M ......... Moose Scoop Silver ...... $29.50
PS-MB....... Moose Scoop Blue ....... $29.50
PS-S .......... Poop Scoop Silver ......... $18.90
PS-SB ........ Poop Scoop Blue .......... $18.90
PS-T .......... Toothed Scoop ............. $18.90

All surface neoprene squeegees, non-marking heads with a rim
splash guard. 55” aluminum handle, also available is a combo
brush head that will clean stuck feces off concrete. Can buy squeegee heads and handles separately.
FS-K ............ 22” Squeegee & Handle ................................. $28.00
FS-K30 ........ 30” Squeegee & Handle ................................. $35.00
FS-22HES .... 22” Squeegee/Brush & Handle ...................... $60.00
FS-SR .......... 22”Squeegee Only ......................................... $20.00
FS-SR30 ...... 30” Squeegee Only ........................................ $26.00
FS-22B ........ 22” Squeegee/Brush Combo Only ................. $26.00
FS-H ........... 55” Aluminum Handle Only ........................... $12.20
FS-HE.......... 60” Extension Handle Only (FS-22B) .............. $45.00

PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT

Professional Training For All Animal
Care Professionals
Humane Animal Handling & Capture Training of dogs, cats, snakes
& common small mammals.

This is a one full day in-house course presented by our Master
Trainer, Mr John Peaveler. John will bring all the necessary equipment to successfully train your staff with all the skills needed (and
more) to safely, compassionately and effectively handle dogs, cats,
snakes and common small mammals.
This is no “one size fits all” type of training—it’s
informative, fun and interactive! We’ll speak with you in advance
so that in addition to handling foundations, there will also be an emphasis on your particular needs for your
organization.
For more information or pricing please contact an ACES Representative on 800 338 2237 or via email
aces@animal-care.com or you can also visit our website www.animal-care.com

Our Day With John ….
“Relevant, practical and above all very dynamic, the
training on animal handling and capture of domestic
animals and wildlife has proved to be a real asset for
our organization. Demonstrating a lot of pedagogical
qualities and remarkable enthusiasm, John knew
how to keep people curious and dynamic from beginning to end. With all his stories, real-life experiences and challenging situations on the ground, John
has kept us captivated and motivated to learn. This
training gave us the opportunity to understand and
learn several safe and animal welfare-friendly alternatives to capture and handle animals in many various circumstances as well as in our shelter. We are
proud to say to our customers and our citizens that
our employees are trained in this way. We are convinced that it increases the safety of our employees
and our animals as well as restoring confidence in
the daily tasks of our staff. The Montreal SPCA recommends John's expertise and training to all organizations interested by the importance of safety and
well-being in their animal operations”.
Jade - Montreal, Canada

"I recently attended the class given by
John on safe animal handling and capture.
I thoroughly enjoyed the class and learned
so much! I already knew about some of
the equipment that was available, but he
introduced a lot of equipment that I had
never seen before. He also explained how
to properly use everything and what
equipment was best in different scenarios.
He was extremely knowledgeable and was
able to answer all the questions we had.
I've already began using some of the techniques we were taught in my daily work
with handling animals and they have
made a huge difference."
Derra - Colorado Springs CO
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LIVE ANIMAL TRAPS
TruCatch |
Limited 5 Year Warranty on all Traps
Small Animal Traps
24 ........... 24” x 8” x 9” ..................................... $56.39
30LTD ..... 30” x 9 x 11” ..................................... $69.95
30FCD .... Fat Cat 30” x 12” x 14” ..................... $95.99
30FD ....... Folding 30 x 9” x 13” ...................... $149.98
30D......... Heavy Duty 30” x 9” x 11” ................ $89.95
36D......... 36” x 12” x 14” ............................... $112.60

Large Animal Traps
42D......... Medium Dog 42” x 17” x 24” ......... $157.50
48F ......... Folding Dog 48” x 20” x 28” ........... $350.95
48HD ...... 48” x 20” x 26” ............................... $302.40
48S ......... 48” x 17” x 24” ............................... $215.99
60HD ...... 60” x 22” x 28” ............................... $424.80

Enclosed Skunk Trap
R-24........ Skunk 24” x 11” x 12” .................... $121.12

Wheel Kits
WK-48 .... Wheel Kit for 48F & 48HD ............... $75.16

Trap Dividers
TD-1 ....... 42D, 48HD, 48F, 60HD & 72D ......... $30.83
TD-2 ....... 30LTD, 30FCD Fat Cat, 30D, & 36D .. $21.37

Trap Covers
TC-30 ...... Nylon Waterproof 30 & 30D ........... $24.00
TC-36 ...... Nylon Waterproof 36 & 36D ............ $29.00

Top & End and Restraint Carriers
T18TE- .... Top & End 18 x 9 x 11 ..................... $60.00
T24TE ..... Top & end 24 x 12 x 14 .................... $76.00
T42E ....... End 42 x 17 x 24 ............................. $127.40
RC-18 ..... Restraint 18 x 10 x 11 .................... $108.80
RC-24 ..... Restraint 24 x 12 x 14 .................... $131.79

Listed below are some of the most popular sized traps, call

Tomahawk Live Traps |
1 Year Factory Warranty
Rigid Traps with one trap door & easy release
door
TH-D24 ........ 24” x 7” x 7” Squirrels, Rats ..............$42.75
TH-D26 ........ 26” x 9” x 9” Cats, Rabbits ................$59.75
TH-D29 ........ 29” x 9” x 9” Cats, Rabbits ................$63.50
TH-D32 ........ 32” x 10” x 12” Raccoons, Badgers ...$79.50
TH-D36 ........ 36” x 10” x 12” Cats, Woodchucks ...$89.50
TH-D42 ........ 42” x 12” x 12” XL for Raccoons .......$99.75
TH-D42X ...... 42” x 15” x 20” Fox, Bobcats ..........$168.50
TH-D48 ........ 48” x 20” x 26” Dogs, Fox ...............$315.50
TH-D60 ........ 60” x 20” x 26” Dogs medium.........$325.50
TH-D72 ........ 72” x 20” x 26” Dogs large ..............$335.50

Rigid Traps with two trap doors
TH-24D ........ 24” x 6” x 6” Squirrels, Rats ..............$42.50
TH-24DX ...... 24” x 7” x 7” Prairie Dogs .................$51.75
TH-32D ........ 32” x 9” x 9” Cats, Rabbits ................$70.00
TH-36D ........ 36” x 10” x 12” Cats, Woodchucks ...$94.50
TH-42D ........ 42’ x 15” x 15” Fox, Bobcats ...........$140.00
TH-48D ........ 48” x 10” x 12” Otters, Raccoons ....$135.00

TNR—Cat Products
TH-TC........... 20” x 11” x 12” Cat Transfer Cage ...$59.00
TH-30FD ...... 30” x 10” x 12”Folding Cat ...............$75.00
TH-NC36D ... 36” x 10” x 12” Cat ...........................$69.00
TH-DT .......... Drop Trap 36” x 36” x 14” ...............$109.50

Excluders with one way door
TH-E5........... 12” x 5’ x 5” Squirrel, Rat ..................$25.00
TH-E7........... 12” x 7” x 7” Cat, Rabbit ...................$35.00

Enclosed Skunk Trap
TH-ST ........... Skunks 24” x 7” x 7” (covered) .........$67.84

LIVE ANIMAL TRAPS
SafeGuard Traps | 1 Year Warranty
Standard Traps
SG-18 ........... 18” x 5” x 5” Rat............................ $37.00
SG-18D ........ 18” x 5” x 5” Rat ........................... $40.00
SG-24 ........... 24” x 8” x 7” Squirrel .................... $44.00
SG-24D ........ 24” x 8” x 7” Squirrel .................... $49.00
SG-30 ........... 30” x 11” x 12” Cat........................ $60.00
SG-30D ........ 30” x 11” x 12” Cat........................ $65.00
SG-36 ........... 36” x 11” x 12” Raccoon ............... $64.00
SG-36D ........ 36” x 11 x 12” Raccoon ................. $70.00
SG-42 ........... 42” x 15” x 18” Fox ..................... $164.00
SG-42D ........ 42” x 15” x 18” Fox ..................... $193.00
SG-48 ........... 48” x 15” x 22” Bobcat ................ $185.00
SG-48D ........ 48” x 15” x 22” Small Dog ........... $212.00
SG-60D ........ 60” x 20” x 28” Large Dog ........... $360.00
SG-72D ........ 72” x 20” x 28” X Large Dog ........ $378.00

Professional Traps—Extra Sturdy
SG-PC24 ...... 24” x 7” x 8” .................................. $52.00
SG-PC30 ...... 30” x 11” x 12” .............................. $80.00
SG-PC36 ...... 36” x 11” x 12” .............................. $93.00

Rodent Trap—non lethal
SG-RT........... 10” x 3” x 3” .................................. $23.00

A Note About Chemical Capture & Remote Drug Delivery Systems
ACES specializes in the complex field of Chemical Capture
and Remote Drug Delivery Systems—involves using drugs
delivered by pole syringe, blowpipe or “tranquilizer gun” to
capture an animal that cannot be captured by any other
means or inject medications into the animal. We offer three
types of delivery systems :Gun-Type Projectors
These vary widely in their performance, cost and gentleness
on the animal. Gauge-based CO2 projectors are generally
preferred for most applications up to about 60 meters. Cartridge-fired projectors can be useful for longer ranges
(though some CO2 rifles give outstanding long-range performance). Pistols are for shorter distances and have a more
gentle impact. Be sure to select the very best projector you
can afford and try always to select a projector that has variable muzzle velocities.
Blowpipes
Blowpipes are useful in short-range distances up to about
10 meters (longer for Dist-Inject Long Range and TeleDart
Blowpipes). Accuracy depends on practice and the skill of
the user. Blowpipes are very gentle and economical implements to deliver drugs to an animal over short distances. A
humane and cost effective alternative to the conventional
dart gun.

Pigeon Trap

Pole Syringes
Pole syringes are a useful extension to allow the injection of
immobilizing drugs or medications (such as antibiotics) at a
distance from the animal equal to the length of the pole. If
an animal is caged or at a very limited distance, a fixedlength pole may be adequate. For most applications we
recommend an extendable pole such as the Zoolu or Distinject Automatic where sections can be connected for further reach. You need to be sure that your syringe capacity
will accommodate the required drug volume.

This single compartment measures 28” x 24” x 8” has eight entry
doors, a top unloading door and will hold up to 30 pigeons.
SG-PTI .......... 28 x 24” x 8” (oversized) ............... $82.00

For more information on delivery systems please contact an ACES Representative on

Multi-Catch Humane Mouse Trap—non lethal
No settings required, effective one-way doors on both ends trap
mice inside. Hinged cover with clear plastic viewing window for
easy rodent removal. Holds up to 25 mice
SG-MMT ...... 10” x 6” x 2” .................................. $10.00

Universal Trap
SG-53 ........... 36” x 11” x 12” ............................ $112.00

Trap Isolator/Dividers
SG-TD .......... 30” & 36” Traps ............................ $17.00

Trap Covers
SG-TC24....... For 24” Traps ................................ $36.00
SG-TC36....... For 36” Traps ................................ $42.00

PH: 800 338 (ACES) 2237
or via email aces@animal-care.com
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TeleDart—20 Year Warranty on Pistols & Guns
RD-206 Pistol Air or CO2
This injection pistol is available as CO2 or Air device. It can be plugged together
very rapidly. Easily transported. Its function is very simple and safe. Solidly
engineered and made of aluminum with an effective range of 30m. Can be
ordered in left or right hand version. When adding a prismatic rail (optional),
the mounting of a scope, red-dot, or laser sight is possible.
TD-RD206CO2 ............ CO2 Charged Pistol Kit .... $650.00
TD-RD206AIR ............. Air Charged Pistol Kit...... $650.00

RD406 Pistol
Similar in design to the rifle without the shoulder stock and incorporating a
smaller pressure chamber for shots 3 to 30 meters. Supplied with a 11mm
barrel unless another size is specified.
TD-RD406 ................... Pistol Kit ....................... $1500.00

RD706 Rifle—CO2 Injection
Low noise and very robust injection rifle with a noticeably low impact energy.
The continuously variable pressure regulation is adjusted by a rotary knob and
able to be varied quickly during aiming. Supplied with a 11mm barrel unless
another size is specified.
TD-RD706 ................... Rifle Kit ......................... $2250.00

Darts & Needles
Darts—High-impact, lightweight medical polymer construction. 11mm darts
available in 1, 2, 3, and 5cc capacities. Larger caliber 13 mm darts available in
5, 10, 15, and 20cc capacities. Needles - superbly crafted from German medical stainless and feature an innovative hub design that matches the darts for
excellent needle retention. Can be used on almost all manufacturer’s darts.
Side eject via two side ports. Silicone sealing sleeves slide back on impact to
allow injection. Both plain and collared needles available in 1.5mm and 2.0mm
diameters – from 20mm to 60mm lengths.

Blowpipe Kit
All our TeleDart blowpipes come in a complete kit including:
 The Blowpipe
 Nylon protection/transport bag with pockets
 Cleaning Tool & Needle Removal Tool
 15 Blowpipe Darts with needles
 Training Needles
 Dart Loading Kit
 The TD-B26 Kit includes 7 x 16 mm stabilizers
TD-B11 .............. 11mm ...................................... $240.00
TD-B14 .............. 14mm ...................................... $240.00
TD-B16 .............. 16mm ...................................... $270.00
TD-B11EXT ........ Extension Barrel 11mm ............. $86.00
TD-B16EXT ........ Extension Barrel 16mm ........... $115.00

For a complete listing of TeleDart Products including
pricing dart/needle sizes, optional extras & accessories
visit our webstore www.animal-care.com
or call an ACES representative on 800 338 2237

Pneu-Dart Darting Systems
X-Caliber Gauged CO2 Fired
Constructed of machined aluminum with an elements resistant
satin finish, the X-Caliber will deliver both 11mm (with optional barrel insert) and
13mm darts accurately. Complete with 3x9 scope and aluminum gun case. Operates on 12g CO2 cartridges or included rechargeable CO2 cylinder. Pressure gauge is
easily located while you’re aiming.
ACES-XC ...... Black .............................. $1,935.00
ACES-XCCM . Camo .............................. $1,935.00

Model 178B Air Fired
A breech loading projector, is an air rifle designed for the person who has limited or occasional use for an immobilizing gun. Its design is simple yet effective.
PD-178B ...... Rifle Only ........................... $351.00

Model 190B Air Fired
This short-range projector is an inexpensive emergency-type projector. Not recommended
for darts over 3 cc.
PD-190B ...... Pistol Only.......................... $275.00

Pneu-Dart Blo-Jector Kit
With Type ‘P’ darts, this economical Blo-Jector device can be effective from 1 to 30 ft. and is very simple to use. It is an ideal tool
for the person with occasional, close-range use, such as animal shelter and
zoo personnel, veterinarians, and individuals who have deer penned. With
the proper drug, animals from the size of monkeys to steer can be successfully immobilized. There is minimal bruising or tissue damage because dart
impact is very light.
PD-BP .......... $70.00

Remote Drug Delivery Devices
Pneu-Dart Type ‘C’ Darts are .50 caliber and are designed to provide precise drug delivery in a
convenient, inexpensive projectile. These darts are appropriate for use on small or large animals. Color coded in orange, Type ‘C’ darts are best used with our cartridge projectors. These
darts are used with Models 196 and 389.
Pneu-Dart Type ‘P’ Darts (color coded in yellow) are for use with our CO2 Air projectors and
Blo-Jector. As with the Type ‘C’ darts, these darts are appropriate for use on small or large
animals. These darts are used with the following Pneu-Dart Model Projectors: X-Caliber
Gauged Projector; X-Caliber Gauged Pistol; ,178B and 190B.
PneuDart Type U” Darts are our most versatile and universal tail design for Pneu-Dart and
non Pneu-Dart Projectors. Type U tails have been created to support 1/2cc – 5cc darts in conjunction with projectors not manufactured by Pneu-Dart. Type U tails for 6cc – 10cc darts are
our standard tail design for any projector.
We have a large inventory of Pneu-Dart RDD’s, please call an ACES Representative to
discuss your needs
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Pole Syringes, are a simple, reliable means of medicating, vaccinating or tranquilizing animals at a distance.

Zoolu Pole Syringe
This fully anodized aluminum pole syringe extends from 2’ to 8- 1/2’
& fits through almost any trap or cage mesh. It uses Monoject syringes and features the unique Syringe Guard, that keeps needles from
bending and controls penetration depth. Complete Pole Syringe includes (4) 2’ sections; 1 head; 1 syringe; 1 syringe guard. Spare parts
are available.
ZPS-03 ......... 3ml ..................................... $185.60
ZPS-06 ......... 6ml ..................................... $288.95
ZPS-12 ......... 12ml ................................... $291.50
ZPS-20 ......... 20ml ................................... $320.85

Dist-Inject Automatic Pole
A gas-charged pole that injects instantly but gently, as soon as the
needle enters the animal, the injection begins and is completed in
about half a second. Overall length is 45”.
The syringe automatically discharges because of a steady butane gas
charge in the pole (included). Will not go off prematurely. Holds up
to 5 ml. Spare Parts are available.
DIS-PS .......... Complete Unit.................... $350.00

X-Tender Pole Syringe
The X-Tender telescopes up to 8-1/2’ and uses disposable 12cc
Monoject syringes. Comes with needle guard and 12
needles. Not for use on animals under 40 lbs.
XPS-12 ......... X-Tender Pole Syringe........ $129.00

Safety Stick
The Safety Stick has a plunger activator built into the length of the
pole that allows the operator to set the needle in the animal and
then inject the drug by pushing on the plunger. Less trauma, less
pain, more control and reliable results are assured with this pole
syringe. Uses replaceable 3 cc Monoject syringes.
JPS-03 .......... Safety stick 3’ pole ............ $136.00
JPS-04 .......... Safety stick 4’ pole ............. $170.00
JPS-06 .......... Safety stick 6’ pole ............. $190.00

Hi-Density Target
Made from DuPont Ethafoam® our
2’x2’x2” targets are perfect for practicing with all types of darts. Face with
paper bullseye targets.
PRO-T ........................... $49.00

PneuDart Target
Designed to work well with Pneu-dart darts, these heavy
canvas targets last a long time, are very economical and
can be used with other darts as well. They are included
in every Pneu-Dart kit but can be ordered separately as
well.
PD-T .............................. $14.00

Pricing Policy
Pricing of source materials can alter at any time. All prices are correct at the time of publishing but are subject to change
without notice. We recommend that all pricing be confirmed before ordering. Check www.animal-care.com or call 800 338
2237 for all current pricing.

Return Policy
Examine all new purchases immediately upon receipt. Note any defects or problems. Contact ACES immediately about any
problems/defects. We are happy to exchange goods that are defective. All claims must be received within 30 days of receipt
of goods. Return of non-defective goods are subject to a restocking fee. Custom or Special Orders cannot be returned.

Shipping Information
ACES typically ships worldwide using Fedex but we are happy to work with other transporters. Residential/Commercial shipping rates are based on whether the delivery address is in a “residential” or “commercial” zone. Please advise accordingly so
we can apply the lowest applicable rate to your shipment. International Orders: - Are normally subject to both customs duties and brokerage fees, these fees are on top of your invoiced amount and is the responsibility of the client. Please check on
these before ordering and advise us how we can minimize them for you. All overseas deliveries are required to be paid in full
prior to shipping, unless prior arrangements have been made.

Sales Tax
Under current US and State Law, ACES charges sales tax to orders shipped to Colorado addresses (unless exempt).

Can’t Find What You’re Looking For?
Call an ACES Representative who will be happy to help you 800 338 2237 / 303 296 9287 or email us at aces@animalcare.com or you can Direct Message us on Facebook www.facebook.com/acesboulder.

Catalog Content
Some images may vary slightly from the photograph in the catalog. Please contact ACES to verify product information including pricing on 800 338 2237 or 303 296 9287. Not all of the products that we carry are listed in our catalog, visit our website
for a complete inventory. HumaniacTM is a registered trademark of Animal Care Equipment & Services LLC.
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555 Alter Street 19A Broomfield CO 80020
Telephone: 800 338 2237 or +1 303 296 9287
Fax: 303 298 8894 Email: aces@animal-care.com
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